Natural Nursing Technology is our set of unique features which allow moms to experience benefits not normally associated with standard breast pumps. From the Massage Mode's gentle-suckling action, to the elimination of back-flow, to the discreet and convenient operation which Spectra's pumps are known for, Natural Nursing Technology mimics as closely as possible the experience of natural breastfeeding.

This model offers everything you need for the home, office, or any space with/without an outlet.

Included:
- 24mm Breast Flanges (2)
- 28mm Breast Flanges (2)
- Wide Neck Bottles, Discs, Locking Rings and Caps (2)
- Duckbill Valves (2)
- Backflow Protectors (2)
- Tubing (2)
- Power Cord & AC Adapter
- Rechargeable Internal Battery

LED light for easier use at night

Massage Mode
Simulates the natural suckling of a baby.

Ultra-Quiet
Operates at 45 decibels (like the hush of a library).

No Back-Flow
Protects your breastmilk from harmful bacteria.

Adjustable Suction Levels
Provides a more natural flow of milk.

Night Light
Allows you to easily pump at any hour.

Auto-Timer with Display
Offers visibility and precision with every session.